
To whom it may concern

Supporting Letter for Thomas Haug for the NAE Draper Prize - Stephen Temple
CBE, MSc, CEng, FIET

I have known Thomas Haug since 1984 and worked very closely with him and many
others on the GSM project. I have no hesitation in supporting his nomination for the
NAE DraperPize.

I have written a book on the Political History of GSM and set up the Web site
WWW.GSMHistory.Corn which is now the top Google ranking web site on the
history of GSM or GSM History. On the Web site I have addressed the question many
people ask "Who created GSM". This Web page may be treated as a supporting
document to this letter. It shows two things. First, there was no single inventor of
GSM (as everyone knows) but second, Thomas Haug has been central to the success
of GSM and better represents the spirit of that success than any other person.

First, what is the significance of GSM?

GSM ( Global Systems for Mobile Communication) is atriple achievement:

(l) There would not be over 6 billion mobiles world wide today without GSM.

(2) For anyone to go to one of over 200 countries, get offthe plane and their mobile
phone works automatically with any of 800 different networks would not have
happened without GSM.

(3) The importance of the mobile phone in driving economic growth in some of the
world's poorest countries (eg in Africa) would not have happened without GSM.

Among the reasons for this triple success were the re-orientation of national
approaches to a common technical approach, presumption of international roaming,
an all embracing technical standard ie an Intelligent Network sitting over the radio air
interface and the SIM-card.

Nobody believed in 1982 (or as late as 1936) that European countries were capable of
the high degree of co-operation necsssary to pull-offa common digital mobile
standard. Thomas Haug's leadership of GSM over this critical period was a unique
and indispensible success factor.

The social and economic impact of GSM is well documented. But its industrial impact
has also been enormous. In creating "global mobilitfl'it marginalised mobile satellite
systems. It was the platform that allowed SMS to emerge that was to sweep away the
paging industry. It crushed Telepoint (cordless telephone) based public mobility. This
was all a necessary condition for the massive global economies of scale that was to
make the mobile the most widely used electronic device on the planet.

Less well known is that GSM, led by Thomas, also established an enduring culture of
underlying co-operation in an otherwise cut throat competitive word - a force that has
allowed 3G and LTE to emerge globally to the benefit of consumers everywhere.



It is my strong belief that if all those who played a key role in GSM in the 1980's
were to assemble today and vote on a single person to be honoured for the
achievements of GSM, there would only be one candidate, he would get l00o/o of the
vote and his name is Thomas Haug.

Yours faithfully

Stephen Temple CBE
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As a former CEO of the telecom operator TELIA I came across
the emerging Nordic Mobile Telephone System ( NMT) already
on my first day at office in 1977 . lt was a mind-boggling concept
aiming at making any telephone (fixed or radio-based) automat-
ically addressable from any mobile terminal.

Car-based radiophones wasn't that new a concept. lt was
introduced already in 1946 in St.Louis and the first (semi)
automatic network was launched in Sweden back in 1956.
The Bell Lab concept of cellular (dividing a city network into a
number of smaller cells) promised further progress, as a reuse of
limited spectrum could enable dramatically raised capacities, and
hence far more users. lt was a natural ambition in many countries
to go from sounds to things -as the pace of progress in the area of
microprocessors permitted. The enabling of seamless " handover"
when a user was moving from one cell to the next (using a differ-
ent frequency) was a non-trivial issue. lt required new levels of
computerized intelligence at reasonable prices.

However the ambitions of the NMT Group incepted in 1969 went
even further. In a longer perspective it was not considered good
enough to enable calls FROM a mobile. There was also a user
requirement to be able place a call from any fixed or mobile phone
TO a mobile, irrespective of its geographical whereabouts. Also
outside its " home city" and even its " home country". NMT was
thus the first international mobile network.

The rest is history. NMT proved an immediate success. Users
were no longer confined to a specific local area, but could move
freely and be reached also at other locations. Not only within the
country of Sweden - but this new freedom of use was extended to
cover all of the four Nordic countries. Already the next year (1982)
representatives from 13 countries were gathered in Stockholm to
discuss to the next generation ( GSM) bound to cover not only
Europe - but eventually more than 200 countries and billions
( rather than millions) of users.

Now - what about the personal contributions of Thomas Haug ?
There are clearly good reasons to credit the collective foresight-
ness of the " Founding Fathers" from the four Nordic countries
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back in 1969. However, Thomas was there from the very start.
Originally as secretary to the NMT Group -but later appointed its
Chairman. In 1973 he presented his thesis at KTH ( the Royal
Institute of Technology) on the very issue on the interaction
between wireless vs. fixed networks- potentially enabling new
dimensions of freedom to users.

In 1987 IVA ( the Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering
Sciences) awarded Thomas Haug and ( the late) Osten Mdkitalo
its Gold Medals for their individual contributions. Thereby, also
rewarding the productive long-term cooperation between the two
men - with quite different backgrounds from the separate worlds
of wireless vs. fixed networks. lt was noted that NMT was already
the largest cellular network in the world. By 1990 the network had
reached its first million users in the Nordic Region alone. (Com-
prising around 25 mill ions population).

From 1982 Thomas Haug had already went on to chair the tech-
nical development of the successful GSM- standards, based on
the experiences from the NMT network. From the early 90-ies
GSM was replacing NMT and deployed in a rapidly increasing
number of countries bound to provide global reach.

Summing up: Even there is obviously a large number of others to
credit for the success of NMT/ GSM -the Thomas Haug contri-
butions stand out as exceptional. Ranging from the very early
years 1970-ies to the deployment of GSM in the early 1990-
ies.

Member of the Royal Swedish Academy
of Engineering Sciences
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- From the perspective of a (professional) user already NMT
enabled radical and positive changes. A separate market for
terminals - open for international competition. Not to mention the
new degrees of freedom of use. You could move freely not only
within your home country - but also in other Nordic countries -
and during the 1980-ies in an increasing number of other countries.

- From the perspective of a Regulator GSM (as the follow-up of
NMT) provided even more " Degrees of Freedom". Not only as a
matter of more (and rapidly increasing) number of countries - but
the SIM-card enabled also further degrees of freedom e.g. by
facilitating number portability. You could keep your handset (and
telephone number) also when having switched to another
competing network operator. The success of this market opening
paved the way for infrastructure competition, not only in mobiles
but also in the area of fixed networks.

Since the early 1980's Swedish enterprises fast adopted the new
mobile technology NMT with, from start, vast area coverage and
roaming opportunities with Nordic operators and later also in other
countries such as the Netherlands and Switzerland. Even if
different kinds of mobile telephony systems were launched also in
other countries they were based on different national and
proprietary standards. Someone who travelled across the US
would probably remember how you picked up a new rented
handset at the arrival airport, having returned the former one by
FedEx before take-off to the next city. The advantage of being
possible to be reached with one number only as well as getting
only one bill was appreciated. The open NMT standard also paved
way for separate and competitive supply of handsets. Businesses
applauded.

Nevertheless professional users soon urged for more, i.e.
competitive provision of services. Business interests were actively
arguing for the case through the Swedish Association of
Professional Telecom Users NTK and also by INTUG - the
European professional user organization. Whether such
development was foreseen by the initiating Nordic monopolists is
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not clear - but the journey forward had started. In parallel with
going digital with similar open standards for GSM.

The migration from NMT 900 to GSM ran smoothly presumably
because of falling consumer GSM handset prices in combination
with the superior GSM functionality. A choice between not only
two but 3-4 competing networks became available in many
countries. Since then further spectrum has been released on
several occasions for the GSM-based 3G and 4GILTE in addition
to the narrowband 2G networks. In spite of recent spectrum
auctions without any technology restrictions the GSM family
dominates totally.

To-day's booming data and speech mobility of course owes much
to SW and HW technological break-throughs over the last 20-30
years, but the NMT/GSM fundamentals are virtually unchanged.
Fundamentals that are also proven to be scalable.

Although Thomas Haug and the late Osten Mdkitalo jointly started
developing international mobile and mobile-to-fixed standards in a
Nordic monopolistic environment, they clearly saw the potential of
competition enhancing price performance and functionality
contrary to the then generally highly segmented systems and -at
best - domestic markets. These standards have in turn changed,
broadened and sharpened the suppliers and operators businesses
torretain ICT aB-one of the major economic sectors in the world.

Curt A. Andersson

Member of the Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering Sciences,
Division of Information Technology

Former Deputy Director of the Swedish Post & Telecom Regulator
PTS and Former Member of the ITU Council

Former Executive of the Swedish Assoclation of Professional
Telecom Users










